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Abstract—Inexact circuits and approximate computing have
been gaining a lot of interest in order to improve performances
and energy efficiency beyond the boundaries of conventional
digital circuits. Image and video processing is one of the best
candidate for applying such techniques. As one of the key building
blocks, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) accelerators are inves-
tigated using pruned arithmetic circuits. A design methodology
is presented in order to optimize both image quality and circuit
performances. This work demonstrates that with such technique,
savings are possible not only on arithmetic units, but in the entire
accelerator hardware. Simulations show up to 12 % area and 10 %
power savings with less than 20 dB PSNR degradation compared
to the conventional DCT design.

Keywords—Approximate computing, inexact circuits, pruning,
DCT.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past four decades, technology scaling has been the
driving force behind the semiconductor industry. However,
this trend is forecasted to end due to the rising cost and
complexity of deep sub-micron technologies. Approximate
computing has emerged as a major field of research as it
could significantly improve energy efficiency and performances
and rescue Moore’s law [1]. Indeed, many applications are
inherently tolerant to errors or approximations. Multimedia
processing and applications involving human perception can
easily accept small variations as long as they stay indiscernible
by human senses. More surprisingly, weather forecasting
algorithms that require a huge amount of calculations on high-
performance computers have also been proven to be error
tolerant [2]. Besides the error tolerance of applications, modern
digital systems also suffer from over-engineering due to the lack
of cross-layer considerations between application specifications
and circuit design.

Many techniques have been proposed to exploit approxima-
tion at circuit level. The first attempt of trading accuracy versus
energy consumption has been presented in the early 2000s
with devices exploiting white noise to produce a probabilistic
behavior [3]. However, this approach was unfruitful since noise
levels in current technologies are much lower than predicted. An
approach to potentially save energy is to exploit the quadratic
relationship between supply voltage and power consumption
with Voltage Over-Scaling [4], [5], which consists in reducing
the voltage below the critical point where timing errors start to
occur. Nevertheless, timing failures are difficult to predict and
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generally in an abrupt loss of functionality dramatically above
a critical threshold. Also compensation circuits are complex
and induce undesired circuit and system level overhead.

An alternative approach is to exploit the graceful and deter-
ministic application specific quality metric degradation offered
by approximate arithmetic operators. Different techniques such
as logic minimization [6], simplified full adder cells [7] or
speculative circuits [8] have recently been proposed. As a
proof of concept, the first inexact adders (where full adder cells
have been pruned from various adder architectures) have been
fabricated [9] and measurements have demonstrated up to one
order of magnitude savings. However, most of those techniques
are based on manual designs or tweaks, and have not yet been
integrated in the standard digital flow.

Gate-Level Pruning (GLP) [10] tries to address this issue
by automatically generating approximate arithmetic circuits
starting from a conventional design and using existing standard
digital design tools and flow. However, these components are
generally part of a complex system and occupy only a small
portion of the entire chip area. It is consequently not clear how
the GLP technique or other inexact arithmetic circuits can be
exploited to trade off accuracy for area and energy in a system
built out of multiple arithmetic circuits but also memories and
other IP blocks, and where errors produced by a single adder
could either be amplified or attenuated in the following stages
of the computation.

This paper illustrates how the GLP technique can be
exploited in conjunction with a design space exploration to
build a hardware accelerator: the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT), which is one of the most computationally intensive
element for many image and video processing compression
algorithms such as JPEG or MPEG. The demonstration is made
that approximating arithmetic operators not only reduce the
power consumption of adders and multipliers, but also improves
the energy-efficiency of the overall system they are placed in
by reducing the switching activity and by lowering the required
amount of memory and registers. This work does not claim to
present a novel type of DCT, but it demonstrates how energy-
quality tradeoffs can be achieved by applying inexact design
techniques on existing state-of-the-art architectures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: section
II details how to automatically generate approximate arithmetic
circuits with varying error levels using the GLP technique,
section III explains the conventional DCT architecture taken as a
reference design. Finally, section IV describes the methodology
used to apply the GLP at accelerator level and shows the
resulting energy accuracy tradeoff for the entire DCT.



II. INEXACT ARITHMETIC CIRCUIT DESIGN USING

GATE-LEVEL PRUNING

Gate-Level Pruning is a CAD technique to automatically
generate inexact circuits starting from a conventional design
by adding only one small step in the digital design flow. The
CAD framework is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: CAD framework for Gate-Level Pruning.

Any exact circuit can be represented by a directed acyclic
graph as depicted in Fig. 2, where the nodes are components
such as gates, and whose edges are wires. The decision to
prune a node is based on two criteria: the significance, which
is a structural parameter, and the activity or toggle count. The
nodes with the lowest Significance-Activity Product (SAP) are
pruned first. By doing so, the error magnitude grows with the
amount of pruning. Alternatively, depending on the application’s
requirement, the designer may choose to prune nodes according
to the activity only, in order to minimize the error rate.

The activity of each wire is extracted from the SAIF file
(Switching Activity Interchange Format) obtained through gate-
level hardware simulations. This file contains the toggle count
of each wire, as well as the time spent at the logic levels
0 and 1 respectively. In order to get an accurate activity
estimation, the system should be simulated with an input
stimulus representative of the real operation of the circuit.
The more the simulation is realistic, the more the toggle count
is accurate and leads to an efficient pruning.

The significance of each primary output is set by the
designer depending on the application’s requirement. In this
paper, pruning is applied on several arithmetic circuits where
each primary output is weighted by a power of two. It is
therefore worth applying a weighted significance attribution,
where each bit position has a significance two times higher than
the previous when moving from the Least Significant Bit (LSB)
to the Most Significant Bit (MSB). Reverse topological graph
traversal is then performed to compute each nodes’ significances
as follows:

σi =
∑

σdesc(i) (1)

where σi is the significance of the node i and σdesc(i) is the
significance of the direct descendants of node i. An example
of weighted significance attribution is shown in Fig. 2.

Once the significance and activity is determined, the nodes,
i.e. gates and their corresponding wires, are ranked according
to their SAP. The ones with the lowest SAP are disconnected
from the verilog netlist, and an incremental re-synthesis is
performed in order to remove or replace the unconnected gates.

This methodology can easily be applied to any arithmetic
circuit to trade a little accuracy for significant area and power
savings. However it is unclear how the savings achieved on
an single operator can be translated at system level, where
memories, registers and other IP blocks can dominate silicon
area and power consumption. The DCT is taken as an example
to validate the use of Gate-Level Pruning in a complex system.
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Fig. 2: Directed acyclic graph representation of a gate level netlist and the
associated significance attribution

III. THE DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM ACCELERATOR

A. Conventionnal DCT
DCT algorithms and architectures have been extensively

studied. Image encoding algorithms used for instance in JPEG
encoding generally compute the DCT per pixel blocks. The
following work considers the example of 8x8 pixel blocks DCT,
but could be extended to other block sizes and architectures.
Efficient implementations are generally based on distributed
arithmetic computations [11], and is taken as starting point for
the following example.

A 2D DCT used in image encoding can be split in two
single stage DCTs interleaved with transpose memory as shown
in Fig. 3. The 8-point 1D-DCT wk of a data sequence xi is
defined by:

wk =
ak
2

7∑
i=0

xi cos

[
(2i+ 1)kπ

16

]
(2)

with ak =

{
1/2, k = 0
1, k = 1...7

This can also be expressed in its matrix form:

W = T ·X (3)

where T is an 8 x 8 matrix in the case of an 8 point DCT and
X and W are row and column vectors. Using the symmetry
property of T , (3) can be decomposed as follow for even / odd
1D DCT calculations:⎡
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⎤
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⎤
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⎥⎦
⎡
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x0 − x7

x1 − x6

x2 − x5

x3 − x4

⎤
⎥⎦ (5)

where ck = cos(kπ16 ). It can be seen from (2) that the DCT
is computationally intensive, and requires a large amount
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Fig. 3: 2D DCT architecture based on 1D stages
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Fig. 4: Architecture of the 8 x 8 2D DCT.

of multiplications which are power hungry. Plenty of DCT
architectures have been proposed in the literature. However,
since the scope of the paper is to improve energy-efficiency,
a low power multiplier-less DCT architecture based on row-
column parallel distributed arithmetic has been chosen. Fig. 4
shows this implementation of the 8 x 8 2D DCT where only
4 adders and 4 subtractors are required to compute the right
part of (4) and (5). The final 1D DCT is obtained by looking-
up pre-computed multiply and accumulate (MAC) coefficients
stored in a Read-Only Memory (ROM).

B. Quality testing
Fig. 5 sketches the test setup used to characterize the DCT

for image processing. First, the DCT of an image sample
is computed with the hardware under test. Image is then
reconstructed using a behavioral inverse transform, i.e. with
infinite precision. The quality of the reconstructed image
compared to the original image is evaluated by calculating the
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the two images
as follow:

PSNR = 10 log10

(
D2

MSE

)
(6)

where MSE is the mean squared error between the original and
the reconstructed image and D is the maximum possible pixel
value, here 255, considering 8-bit pixel representation. With a
sample Lena picture transformed by the conventional 2D DCT
shown in Fig. 4, the PSNR is equal to 48 dB. Image quality
is limited mainly due to the use of fixed point arithmetic. As
conventional designs are already lossy, it can be acceptable to
trade some more accuracy in exchange for power and silicon
area savings.

IV. APPROXIMATE DCT DESIGN

A. Design methodology
The 2D DCT described in III-A has been synthesized with

an industrial 65 nm technology at a clock frequency of 1.25 GHz.
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Fig. 5: Test setup for quality measurement

Fig. 6: Image quality versus circuit area

The resulting circuit is used as a the reference to apply the
Gate-Level pruning to each of the 16 adders and subtractors.
Seeing that each of these components have slightly different
architectures due to differences in timing paths, and considering
that the switching activity differs from one to another, pruning
is applied individually on each of the 16 operators. Besides,
each can have a different impact on the final error bound. It
is consequently required to explore the design space to find
out the best possible combination of inexact adders in order
to minimize the quality loss and maximize the savings. The
synthesized adders and subtractors are built out of 45 standard
cells in average. It is therefore worth pruning up to 10 nodes
for fine-tuning the accuracy. Higher pruning would dramatically
degrade the image quality. For 10 levels of pruning considered
per adder and subtractor (the exact operator plus 10 pruned
ones), there are 1116 possible design combinations. For practical
reasons such as computing resources, it is clearly not possible
to run 1116 synthesis and hardware simulations to find out the
optimal design.

A good solution to narrow the design space is to apply the
same level of pruning pi to each adder and subtractor inside
a given stage i. As the bit-width is the same within a stage,
the degradation of arithmetic accuracy is progressive. With this
approach, there are 112 = 121 possible combinations left.

Synthesis shows that the area occupied by the 16 adders
and subtractors depicted in Fig. 4 represent a small part of
the entire conventional 2D DCT area. Hence, a simple swap
between exact and approximate operators would lead to very
limited savings. Nevertheless, re-synthesizing the full design
with pruned operators can eliminate unused ROM and un-
necessary registers thanks to logic simplification and constant
propagation implemented in the synthesis tool. This results in
attractive power and area savings.

B. Results
Fig. 6 shows the image quality versus area savings for the

implemented DCTs. Each point corresponds to a combination
(p1, p2) in [0, 10]2. This figure highlights the broad diversity
of design options offered using this methodology. For a given



(a) p1 = 0 p2 = 0 PSNR = 48.4 dB (b) p1 = 3 p2 = 3 PSNR = 39.1 dB

(c) p1 = 4 p2 = 7 PSNR = 30.6 dB (d) p1 = 6 p2 = 9 PSNR = 24.6 dB

Fig. 7: Pictures of Lena resulting from the test setup using the conventional
DCT (a) and the approximate versions (b,c,d). pi denotes the number of pruned
nodes per adder and subtractor in stage i.

image quality requirement, pruning of operators in such a
complex system allows to precisely match design specifications
with an optimal circuit efficiency.

Keeping in mind that the goal of approximate circuits is to
trade a little accuracy for the maximum area and power savings,
only designs along the upper envelope of the plot in Fig. 6
are of interest since they maximize the gains with minimum
quality loss.

Fig. 7 shows reconstructed Lena pictures obtained from four
selected DCT implementations (the red stars in Fig. 6 highlight
those designs). Conventional DCT has been used for Fig. 7a,
while the three others have been obtained using three pruned
designs representative of possible the area-accuracy tradeoff
plotted in Fig. 6. On the one hand, it is possible to save up to
12 % area at the cost of almost imperceptible errors. On the
other hand, for designs achieving the highest area reductions,
artefacts start to appear on the edges of the 8x8 pixel blocks.

For the selected designs, power consumption is estimated
based on gate-level simulations monitoring switching activity
of the Lena picture processing. Results are summarized in
Table I. Despite adders and substractors represent only 4 % of
the overall DCT area, re-synthesis of the design with pruned
operators enables larger savings over the entire system, as
explained in IV-A. For the case (p1 = 6, p2 = 9), 10 % savings
are achieved for both area and power.

V. CONCLUSION

Research in approximate circuit has mainly focused on
arithmetic units, which are key building blocks of digital

TABLE I: Power, area and quality of the 4 selected DCTs

Pruning level PSNR (dB) Normalized Power Normalized area

p1 = 0 p2 = 0 48.4 1 1

p1 = 3 p2 = 3 39.1 0.96 0.94

p1 = 4 p2 = 7 30.6 0.94 0.92

p1 = 6 p2 = 9 24.6 0.90 0.88

systems but generally represent a small fraction of the overall
circuit. This work has presented a methodology to design
DCT accelerators using gate-level pruning, taking benefit of its
systematic approach and good integration in the digital flow.
Several combinations of pruned adders and subtractors have
been investigated. Despite arithmetic circuits occupy less than
4 % of the total DCT area, the re-synthesis of the entire DCT
with pruned operators enables up to 12 % area and 10 % power
savings over the entire system.
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